Corrigenda

to

EARTH DYNAMICS
Deformations and Oscillations of the Rotating Earth

by


• page 122, Figure 2.3. The right hand limit on the abscissa should be $1/2\Delta t$, not $-1/2\Delta t$.

• page 258, equation (3.314). In the second element of the column vector on the right hand side, the term $\Omega^2$ should be replaced by $2\Omega^2$.

• page 287, Fortran programme ppintp.for. In the statement after comment ‘C Set number of nodes.’, N+1 on the right hand side of the statement should be replaced by N+2.

• page 292, Figure 4.7. $-0.0$ on the abscissa should be replaced by $0.0$.

• page 431, Fortran programme love.for. In format statement 12, ...number, and inertial’/ should replace ...number and inertial’.,

• page 474, Figure 8.17. In the ordinate label, Period should replace Power.